WE GO OVER DOWN UNDER

"Enclosed find L2-10, New Zealand currency, for renewal of my membership to the NRC for the next 12 months. There should be enough for first class mail. The bulletin has certainly been a great help in my DXing, and every issue is full of useful information. It's certainly the best $4 I've ever spent." - David A. Auld, New Zealand

S P E C I A L S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mon. April 5</th>
<th>CPL9</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>La Paz, Bolivia</th>
<th>1,100</th>
<th>3:00 - 3:30</th>
<th>IRC A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wed. April11</td>
<td>WFSB</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>Millinocket, Maine</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. April 21</td>
<td>WPX</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>Greenville, North Carolina</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2:45 - 3:05</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. April 4</td>
<td>KA-LP</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>Mesa, Arizona</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 3:30</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


WPXY-1550. Date & time subject to change. See next week's DX NEWS.

4/4 KALF-1510. Reports to James E. Kroll, CE, Box 1510, Mesa, Arizona (R. Bineau)

EXTRACTIONS OF STATION DATA - F.C.C.

NEW STATION

1450 Montpelier, Idaho 1,000/250 U-1

FACILITIES

570 K L A C Los Angeles, California, to 5,000 U-2, from 5,000/1,000 U-1, same channel.
1300 WQIZ St. George, South Carolina, 500 D-1. Install new ground system, etc.
1400 WFPR Raytown, Louisiana, to 1,000/250 U-1, from 250 U-1, same channel.
WFGR Hattiesburg, Mississippi. Ditto.
WJQS Jackson, Mississippi. Ditto.
1450 KORE Eugene, Oregon. Move XR NE; install new taller antenna (193' fr. 183').

HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE

1050 WWDR Murfreesboro, N.C. NRC 1240 KCCR Ex-1590; now 250 U-1 FCC
WFIV Kissimmee, Florida NRC 1250 WERE Ex-1570; now 1,000-1 FCC
1150 KIMM Now 5,000 D-1 FCC 1440 WHHY New XR site, etc. FCC

CORRECTION: On p. 12, 3/13 issue, "Heard since last issue" - WDUI-300 should be WDX.

"AN" SITUATION

ON-1230 WNIK SFU

OFF-620 CKB Sunday AMs only.

CONVENTION TIME NEARERTH

Yes, we know - it's still five months into the future, but look at it this way - it is only seven - 7 - issues of DX NEWS away! Make those plans now to be in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, over the Labor Day weekend! Loads of fun for everyone!

We'll continue weekly for two more issues, dated April 9 & 15. Then, the next one will be off on April 30, and then, into our four monthly issues, starting with May 15th!
Greetings from the Valley of the Jolly Green DXers! DX dropping off since the on- 
slaught of the Aussies last time; not enough foreign stuff to report to Callaman's 
section (I sent me a KFEN-1340 verie finally, hi! Thanks, Join! only a couple items. 
SSS DX includes KMMO-1070, KNIC-1550, WSKT-1330, KSEO-750. 3/7 - Who is AN 848 w "Radio 
Ricure" slogan, heard 2:34am on 960? 3/18, who is the 88 on 865 at 11:25pm mentioning 
Quetzaltenago a lot? Possibly located in that city, but not sure at all. Veries (only 
three): KIA-1510 car, CFXY-630 (provinces 10/9), and Radio Caroline-1520 (what coun-
try does this baby count as being located in?) I'm now in the Caroline Club; they sent 
a whole envelope full of interesting gear a couple days ago. They stated that they do 
NOT publish SCs, to explode a common idea. I will be going to the University of Michi-
igan next year, home of the BKE champs of the NCAA if it weren't for UCLA, hi. Any-
one else going there next year or otherwise planning to go, please write. Info of no 
use whatever to anyone in the world who has ever lived or will ever live & is liable 
to disgust anyone who hears about it: A Contact capsule really has 930 tiny time pills! 
Newspaper collectors? Are there any of you out there? I am & have extras of a couple 
locals & soon some extra foreigners. Total here is 81, from 15 states, 12 countries, 
& five continents (lacking Asia, & Antartica, hi). I used to have traders of the very 
rare (temporary publication during last Summer's newspaper strike) Detroit Daily Press, 
but the last of them today. May get more soon. Well, enough of this inco-
herent babbling, will say 73s to everyone, best DXing & Scing. RJE, you owe me a let-
ter. My Easter Vacation is 4/15-25; anyone is welcome. I just decided to turn in my 
foreign stuff to Callaman's section after all, because the season is near its end. 73. 

Paul E. Ash - 45 Druid Hill Road - Newton, Massachusetts - 02161 

I just started DXing about a month ago, & it's great. So far have heard WNUS-1390 at 
12:47am, WKO-1040, WMMJ-1370 500w, daytime @ 5:27am, WGHM-1150 on 3/8 @ 5:40am. WXYZ 
on 3/1, KMYT-4500 on 2/15 @ 3:47am, WFUN-790 @ 5:26am, WQAM-560 @ 5:49am. Some others 
which aren't quite as good are: WSB WDCW WING WAVY CFOX. Among some of my goodies are 
KOA in Denver @ 550 kc/s., I got on it a Sh. WPAY, 250w. In Ohio, KOMA-1520 in Oklah-
oma, Radio Caroline in England on 2/15. WFAA-830 in Dallas, KKKF-1350 in Sacramento, 
Cal. Just yesterday I got their verification. I heard them quite well. Last: I heard WRAM in Kentucky w/ 
signal literally as strong as a station in Boston. The amazing thing was that WDDM-850 was on the air. I 
guess I was lucky. So far I have 3 states. Well, that wraps it all up, so good DX & 73. (Welcome to the NEC, Paul, 
and please become a regular in these pages! -RJE) 

Alvin Fisher - 5 Peregrine Road - Newton, Massachusetts - 02158 

Hi, y'all! Not too much DX, just one station! 'Twan CHTK-1420 @ 7:30pm on 3/21. Ver-
ies are a little better: CSJ KXEL with GBD CKW GHZ KGB; GBJ's in FF; GBD, St. John, 
N.B. sent Frederickton card! CBZ's, while still on 1480. By the way all were v/qc. 
Tests in Math, EE, & Biology (see that, G. Nelson?) hampered any DX on 3/32/MI. Past 
four out of five DX NEWsese have come on Saturdays, pretty good for third class. Any de-
eas yet about r/r u WGSF-970 on 3/8 @ 4:37pm? F. Ash: Remind me to ask you about Cedar 
Hapids, as I keep forgetting. When's a good time for KFAB-1110, Neb.? QRM from WBT, 
CBO ruin it at night, QRM from WHM ruins it in the early morn. Anyone know why WINS 
is going all-IR? Any chance for Murray the K to go on KABE? I thought S. Mimi might 
go on WINS, but I guess not. Just realized my unID on 750 on 2/22 probably was KEX, 
report sent. Anyone know if KUJ, Ora. verifies? D. Meissner: WQQL-1120 really booming 
in. Anyone know how to improve selectivity of a transistor RX w/ly-
men, & sel? Anyone know if the RS of WAAB-1440, are they AN, when in s/off, s/on, etc? 
Boy, I'm full of questions! I hope everybody's full of answers! Well, enough of 
"showing the facts so 73s & good DX. 

Herbert Campbell - Box 35 - R. D. 2 - Athens, Pennsylvania - 16610 

attention was drawn to Musing by Frank Curran in our 3/12 issue. How widespread is 
interest in frequency meters? I can furnish a complete set-up of DM-14 (Naval Avia-
tion), as new conditions manual, calibration book, cables, shock mountings, manual, 
matching headphones & power supply 110v/ AC to 12v/6v. AC & 250. DC. Coverage is 1.25 
to 20 mg/s. If there is any interest within our ranks in such things, I do invite cor-
respondence. (Perfectly OK, Herb -RJE) 

TWO MORE REMAIN OF OUR WEEKLY SERIES, THEN A ONE WEEK HIATUS, AND THEN BACK AGAIN ON 
KERRY'S EXCITING SATURDAY, MAY 1. THEN IT'LL BE THE MONTHLY SUMMER SCHEDULE. REPORT!
Long time no face, Not too much to report, but first a rounds welcome to new member Dave Welbourn. Dave & I might be the two closest NRC members - a whopping 150 yards apart! To DX; 3/11 - W4GJN-980, 7:12pm. 3/15 - Couldn't get WDAY DX, were they on? 3/21 - K6O6-1500 11pm. 3/22 - W5RT-590 11:05, W4LD-1200 ET 12:15, HAY-1590 1:20, KTRR-740 1:55, KFRC-950 2:07, W4GA-1510 good signals @ 2:30, WVON-1450 2:44, CCK-1202 2:58, C5TR-1150 3:15, WC600-1500 @ 3:30, WYRE-1450 1:20, C6JN-1600 6:51pm, HGI-750 7:05pm. Unfortunately, KF4M TEST not heard - understand VCOM came in well at Dave's. By my friend Dick Daniel, another Swarthmorean DX'er, has recently logged: 2/8 - W4BRK, perhaps best bet for Vermont at 8:28am's on; 3/8 - KXET-1350 3:08, KDAN-660 3:17; 3/15 - KCW1 TEST 1:15, KLW-1480 also, 1:17, WCIN-1400 1:19, also W4D-1520 ET 3/20, using loop, CKEM-730 1:39. Now some questions (for anybody) 1. Is there a Canadian using CT on 1500 with a call like CFPG? 2/ Who is the loud SS u/KDKA evenings after 7pm? 3/ Who is 590, could be WHOO? (More likely WNOX - ERC). 5/ Who is SS-1120 heard 7:38pm 3/21 w/US ppn pons, ID sounded like CQ. I'd really appreciate any help anyone can give me on these. Also, if anyone would like to correspond, please drop a line.73.

Ron Schatz - 510 N.E. 158 Street - North Miami Beach, Florida - 33162

Greetings from Greater Miami, an area so beautiful & heavenly that it's difficult to control one's tears when beholding it, for this is truly God's country! Seriously, if you guys don't have the '66 NRC Convention down here, you're foolish, those of you who have been here agree. On to something else: Again, no DX for the past few weeks, though I'm trying. Noting three bits of info: Radio Americas moved to 1157 from 1165. KRU is back on 860 from 865. CMYJ on 865, from 760. WEUL reports that NY's WINS-1010 will join XTRA-690 & WNUS-1390 w/all-NX programming. LocaWXGBS-710, the main Storer station, w/'sound of mx & total info NX' programming, like KGBS-1020 & WBN-1060, now has a 'relaj' tick in the background during NX & WX announcements. W4EM-1490 is off again now. CHM-660 is back on, along w/W6MC-470, so farewell to ZFC. I never did mention my antenna at this new location: It runs E/W for about 70' & averages 12' high. One end is a TV mast, the other a coconut palm. Speaking of palms, they make very convenient antenna masts, but the old, falling fronds pose a problem; they take the antenna down when the wind blows. So, Say, I'd like to know of any other NRCer(s) who use(s) a palm tree to support an antenna; I'm sure I'm unique in this respect. Well, what- ever you do, tell the authorities to say this to me, I'll close the envelope till next week. 73s, down w/44-DXing, & Miami in 66.

Joe Wraith - 130 Midland Road - Southern Pines, North Carolina - 28387

This will be a short one as DX has been limited from the "Golf Capital of the World," 3/20 - WDOD-1310 Tenn, heard s/cn @ 5am. 3/22 - MM was cold but overslept but was only able to catch three: W4LD-1370 P.R. w/religious program back-to-back, & ID in EN @ 4:55am, WGG-1300 S.C. s/cn 5am, & WSBL-1300 Fl. s/cn @ 5:30, very clear. This gives totals logged to 772 w/92 verified. Verses have been slow, but we have been pondering them. KAA finally, & Z6L-1255 answered very quickly. Still nothing from KXLO & I really want this one. Here's news from the Associated Press at the station (W4EM). WINS-1010 NYC will go all NX format on 4/15. Guess WNUS & XTRA are coming soon, so NY will try all-NX, too. According to the A.P. report, they will go NSP! That's about 1010 for some guys, huh? (Yep, & 1090 too - ERC) I have purchased an old Hallicrafters SX-43 (about 1949 vintage) & can any of you technical members give me info on the best way to use it or its present competitive? That's about it, 73, C U in 7.

Dave Schmidt - 44 Green Lane - Green Ridge - Chester, Pennsylvania - 19014

To keep up my morale in the NRC I thought this would be a good time to type a lunging to kill time so I can do some DX later on. New veries: Radio Barbados (country #3) W6N5 KLOG WGC FED CBA & W6YLY. My best catch this week was on 3/15, K6O6-1470, Dodge City, Kansas, in for 1390 & in Lancaster, Pa. ERC, what's the suit from KOB on WABC? What did the "All-Americans" do wrong? (KOB wants DA night protection - ERC) Radio Barbados is 10kw, in a WW pattern, address Box 736, Black Rock, St. Michael, Barbados. I was overjoyed in hearing WEEZ going off @ 11pm now. This makes me a little glad they can't get 1,000w. out of a 500w. XR. Now all that has to go off is WP & WTB & Phil would be quiet. Is WOR ever off W2M? Well, DX NEWS came two Friday's in a row now. Keep up the good work, ERC. Anyone want my QSL now that I get them - just tell me. R. Edmunds: I would be welcome around your place anytime w/anyone else coming near Chester. See you & Mrs at the next one.
April 3, 1965

Sheldon Miller - 840 80 Street - Miami Beach, Florida - 33141

_Dx News_

Some notes of DX interest. WGOO-1000 sent v/l by Roy W. Phillips, CE. RS starts 4/1 on 1000 kc/s., tested 3/14-15-16. They have the first fully-transistorized RX in the SE, using only one tube, in the final. DX: WM-3/22: Had ET/M from WDXE-1490 @ 3am. On 1120 Radio Santander, is NSP, according to varies. They are S-9 SMs. WAVE-1250 has f'm, send me your SAXEs & duplicate. I did some interesting DX on the car RX at Homestead AFB, about 35 miles S of Miami. "Radio Veintisiesis" was tremendous on 1230 & 1340 kc/s., no sign of domestics at all! The 1560 Reloj Nacional is definitely a move from 1560. 4VEF-1035 very strong @ 1pm w/FF hymns. 800 kc/s. seemed entirely clear - no more relajo! 750 had Jamaica, very weak. Every frequency from 620 to 710 solid Cubans parallel from 680 to 700 kc/s. WNL-870 fair, hard to get daytime in Miami Beach. CMGA & ZNS w/local signals too, both a little better than in Miami. On 3/22, who had CBC on 860, CJBC or CBH? Unld Marimba mx on 860 till 2am, Radio Ciro? WJX-760 noted AN RS, are they NSP now? Also, WNIK-1230, to my great disgust, was dominating this graveyard frequency on their new AN show. Yecch! I hope the newly-granted clear channel duplications (1020-670-750*) will have some silent time once in a while. 73, good DX & Miami in 1966!

Dan Meissner - 530B Tenth Court South - Birmingham, Alabama

Only a tiny bit of DX done since last issue (six weeks tests - working on trying to build a loop, and just plain laziness keep me away). Tried for most of the 3/15 TESTS but the only one I got was KGK-1480, only DX done since then is KGGO-690 & CXLN-680. Doing a little DXing tonight (3/26). So far I've gotten KCMI-810 w/WGY underneath them but couldn't get enough for a report on the latter; WQXL-1500 - anybody know where they are? I think they said Detroit but not sure because of QRM. (Atlanta, Ga. - WEM) CHML-960, WQFT-1000 & I'm listening to WAVE-970 now. Just had a WAVE beneath them, I'll try to get enough for a report but WAVE sure is strong. I'd better get on the stick - I've just got some more countries (some more stations too). Well, back to the old hot-tubed 180! Happy DXing, gang. FS - Also logged WMPS-680, later.

Paul H. Henning - Box 133 - Hartford, Wisconsin - 53022

As I am a new member, this is my first Musings. I am 15 years old & a freshman at the University Lake School. I'm secretary-treasurer of our school's radio club & a member of the NTRC. My Pop's tronics call is W4KHILC. My RXes are a Hallicrafters S-122, a rebuilt AM/SW Wilson Gay, & an Alwa 12 transistor, AM/FM. Antennas are two 42"-fanned doublets. I also have two tape recorders. Although I've been BCR DXing for about a year, I just recently started sending for QSLs. Veries up to last week: v/q - CEOR KSD WBBM & WHAQ, v/l - WDUX. This week's veries: v/q - WRC WTVJ WWZ & WCCO, v/l - WINS. WGBS WMTN WTMY WYLO & WRT. WWZ-690 not only sent a v/q, they sent a letter, a copy of WWZ Radio & TV Times, a folder telling about their TV station, two Detroit Tiger ED schedules, & a sked of all Grapefruit League games. Twenty-one reports are out at the moment. Totals now: 80 stations logged, 15 veries, 17 states logged, & three provinces. Spring vacation now, so looking forward to a lot of DXing. 73. (Welcome to the NRC, Paul, & we hope you'll tell us in Musings about this up-coming good DX -ERC)

J. Warren Routzahn - 206 North Forrest Street - York, Pennsylvania - 17404

I can beat Ernie's quarter-DX if I go back many years. I sent no reports & belonged to no clubs. Also started new log with each new radio and still have and use the radio to my present log, a Patterson PR-15. Foreign DX any Winter night as I only had to open the window to get Chile. In fact it was chilly anyway & I used to keep my feet warm on the A-B eliminator. This sure puts me among the oldies. Now I send reports and latest veries are KXW KROW WFRF WENG WAKX. Then there were NO ANs but this past Monday they all were getting for KFRE. WAKX was for their r/c March 20 getting through WILS & KXYZ. Also heard KHEL CBT 2:04am, all on 1320. 3/15 - KCKT OK through WGIN, CEM topping WIBG-990, WSEM-1500 6-9 r/c, March 1 report JAY, then KYND was testing at 3:15 on 1580. Last DX here still Mondays and the Specials and with fairly good success. I sure appreciate the efforts of Len, the CPC, Dick, Ernie, John and others, for it is no small job getting these big issues out each week. From indications, I must occasionally use my old address from habit as even a verie came that way and a letter from Dave Schmitt. My address above is permanent since last April so any other is a mental image. Please, no opinions desired! Best of DX to all of you.
Long time no DX here, school has about got me under, but another quarter just beginning so better base while time permits. To P. Barton, ole buddy, no tape coming because someone stole my little tape recorder & hurt my DXing fever, hi. Weismann, yes, KMGI WABC KDKA & CBS do verify. The Wilkinson Certificate is beautiful and makes a fine addition to the wall paper. See the Engineer at WHOD and he slept through the sked time for the WHOD TEST, but came on an hour & nine minutes late. As a result, two reports were worth verifying. Save Thomas & Park Barton both sent fine reception reports also Ray Kroll sent a nice tentative report, but three other DXers sent worthless reports, and NNEs at that... One of them with over 2,000 verify sent a post card & gave time but didn't state whether it was Mongolian Standard Time, or what. Really wonder how he got so many verify with a procedure like that. Two others are new members of NNE & sent good reports, but wrong times & no IDs were heard, just TT's. They did not state it was tentative report either, & one other fellow sent a report on a post card saying "I heard WHOD, The Heart of Dixie" at 3:10 this morning giving Alabama NX.

Well, as everyone knows, Alabama NX is on every station now & this was wrong. Yellow, if you don't hear a station, why send a report? Of course if it is stated it is a tentative report, then different. I have logged 11/1,295 stations & have a clear ID from all but two of them. I just don't count a station in the log if the call is not heard. It's worthless reports like the above that hurt our hobby & discourage engineers. Just like the engineer at WHOD said "I like to hear from DXers but sometimes I get some ridiculous reports." From now on, WHOD will have to delete the second Thursday of each month from 4:15 to 4:30 am EST & the next test is April 8. CORRECT reports appreciated! 73s. ((The above shocks us, Dan - I hope thy lairs will snap to it! - KRC)

Joe Fala - 157 Goodwin Avenue - Newark, New Jersey - 07102

Varies since the last report are v/ls from KBOX-1480 WLEO-1170 & WNAK-730 (along w/a CM showing WNAK's signal in comparison w/several others in the area - WNAK's was the third, hi!) Also v/ls from KRLD-1080 & KDAQ-1230 & v/ls from KFJE-1230 & WRKT-920 DX, WIDD-1520 also replied w/a form (actually a carbon) which failed to mention the location, call, frequency of transmission, etc. - it just mentioned that reception was verified! To: DX: 3/15-12:40am, WIDD-1520 ET/M; 12:55 CMB-1090 blasting in up to S-9; 1:25 KCAT-1530 ET; 1:35 KKZV-1480 r/c WMC-920 TEST; 1:39 WDNY-970 DX at times; 2:04 KWTQ-1410 r/c WING off for a while; 2:15 KBOX/WKIZ u/an OC, probably WHOm's; 2:22 KNX-1070 c/CBA; 2:34 CKLG-730 relogged; 3:15 WMBR-1460 TT saying f/c; 3:44 WNOR-1230 s/o after being off for maintenance; 3:52 WSEP-1680 r/c; 3:53 WYON-1450 noted; 3:58 WPEN-950 noted w/mx, probably an ET; 4:01 WRKT-920 DX. 3/16- WRFD-980 s/off @ 6:44 u/NCB. 3/21-1:21am, WSYB-1380 PoP w/5 kw. o/WBFX even w/the loop pointed at WBFX, hi! 3/22-12:50am, 3/22-11:40am, WKKX-1840 r/c-M for another report; 1:08 Radio Americas noted on 1155 for the first time, problems from a WHW image there on the SX-100; 1:13 WNOR-730 ET/M; 1:45 WGOJ-1460 ID on an ET, 2:00 WWHO-1230 ET/M; 2:06 WWHO-1390 ET/M; 2:52 KGA-1510 s/off. No KFMR, only CM & CFNB. 3:59 s/o WLEO-1170, S-5, no VOCM-590, only WPLO/CKBY-CM. In the past week WPAT-930 was off a few mornings but only WSOC (apparently AP) was there. Don't have dates & times handy for this, I will try and catch up with my long-due correspondence, soon. Since the KFTR-620 r/c took place one day earlier than listed, I would suggest that those who need the station look for them on their next r/c, April 25, starting at 3am, EST. 73 for now.

Rich Guila - 56 Sears Street - Middletown, Connecticut - 06457

Long time no house, so here it is, what there is of it, hi. Steve W., my contest points are going up little by little - beware, hi! Overconfidence leads to the downfall of many. Here is recent DX: 3/5-FM- WERT-1550 s/off 6:31pm, w/SSR. 3/10- WAPF-1150 at 6:28am. 3/15-WNOG-1000 @ 1:09 w/ET/M. WXXF-1500 @ 4:39, & WRKT-DX, good signal already verified. 3/17- WBLR-1550 @ 4:45pm s/off. This past week nothing odd noted, no KFMR TEST thanks to CFNB. CFNB evidently was not on. Vories are picking up slightly, am now getting two or three a week which is better than usual. V1- WENG TEST, WERR-TEST WRKT-DX WJJL-900 GMT-540 v/c airmail, WLEO-1060 v/f, KTAR-620 #2 from Arizona. WJJL gave card & CM. CM-940 is off daily from about 2-4am, & CJJX WIZX & KIL all are that left there. XEM-810 noted in wall s/off 3am 3/26, & KFI-640 in for first time in ages. I have lots of reports out. I sure hope KTTT verifies - they are needed badly. That's about it from here, & I hope you all get the Specials. I have not been getting them lately. I hope the three this morning come in. I need those Contest Points. 73s & C U in 30 or less.

Dan Phillips - 271 East 3 Street - Cookeville, Tennessee

April 2, 1965
The week running from 3/14 through 3/22 was one of the better foreign DX weeks of the season, & I hope the returns from it will be as good as the reception appeared to be at the time. On 3/14: Many strong TA signals throughout the evening, including a very strong Radio Nacional de Espana outlet on 647 kc/s., that went off the air at 7:15 pm. I don't know the location, but will find out. That same evening all the RFT stations were on until after 8 pm, probably w/ER. This gave me an opportunity to log Limoges-791. Always before, the one I couldn't quite get enough on. It was separable this time, which is where the HQ-180 is a mighty good set to have around. On 3/15, I noted KCKT-1400 on TEST, 1:38-1:50am & someone in Elizabethton, Tenn. testing on 1520 at 1:45. Weak EE station on 1000 kc/s. u/WRWS, 3:30-3am which turned out to be KOMO's "Let's Talk About That" program, station using directional pattern. Same station off at 3:07am, but back to test @ 3:15 w/non-directional pattern and much stronger signal. 3/16: Turned into a surprise night, w/possible reception from South Africans on 728, 782, & 908 kc/s., all between 10-11pm. The signals on 728, 782 & 908 were mixed w/E. Germans, while the one on 845 was behind Rome II. Also heard the interval signal at 11:30pm of Thessaloniki-791, quite early. Thanks again, HQ-180. Arabic chanting on 1484 at 11:40pm, possibly from the RFT station, and my Albanian on 1369 holding forth very strong at 11:55pm. The same CX prevailed the next few nights, but were quite as good as on 3/15. 3/17 very noisy. 3/18: Excellent signals from Germans, especially on 549 and 755 kc/s. Central Europe strong on 3/19. UnID signals on 1511 kc/s., to 7:15 pm, & on 701 kc/s., all evening. SM 3/21- Someone on 940 kc/s., 5:35 to 6am, sounding an awful lot like 4RX, but ID killed when WHAS came on. SM 3/22- Tried 840 again, & found EE program 4:45 to 5:00, again spoiled by WHAS. County nx program on 550, 3:40 to 4:00, & wonder if it was the EFPN DX? No luck on other TESTs. 3/27- Accompanied Dave Schmidt to WDEL to visit with Joe Jones, engineer on duty, who is also an NBC member. Joe is an old timer at the DX game, & I had a fine time browsing through old Logbooks. WDEL is a very friendly station. Veriey: Veronica-1552 & St. Vincent-705 sent the cards they had promised in earlier letters. TGRT, Radio Fabulous, v/c at last KOMO, letter, as above. Will see you at Freehold this Sunday.

Curtis D. Engberg - 60 Concord Road - Wayland, Massachusetts - 01778

The World Medium Wave Guide frequency listings really are the ticket for me despite certain inaccuracies and some notable omissions, particularly in Colombian listings. Although I haven't had them on Specials lately, I've heard a lot of f/cs and split frequency calls. 2/18- RAB-1605 and GFN-1240 DX. 2/15- WGAU-1340 @ 4am. 2/17- CJEY o/local WRDS @ 11pm. 2/21- WBCS-1550 @ 6pm. 2/24- St. Pierre et Miquelon-1375 in beautiful on FF over a half hour until 8pm. 2/25- Monte Carlo-1466 also in FF quite well at times after 12:30am. 2/28- WBAR-1470 s/off, also about two hours of good German programming on 1566 believed to be Oldenburg. Same thing on following night, 3/1, but only an occasional het heard since. Poland-1502 also noted that evening, but poorer. 3/5- WIBE-1430 f/c @ 12:31am. 3/6- WHEB-1580 s/off @ 12:10am, TIV-775. 3/7- WNAV-1430 s/off @ 6am to return an hour later. 3/8- Heard a weak but clear station on 1190 at 3:55am reporting CRC programs and NX can anyone help me ID this one, as I find nothing in my log. (CBNC, Stephenville, Nfld., 40w., a CBC LPR outlet, Curtis - ERC) (Write to CBN for verie -ERC) At 11:30pm YSS-655 ID in very clear. 3/12- CBW-990 @ 1am. 3/14- Good German programming in and out between 6-7pm w/request selections from various points in the Lesser Antilles from Point-a-Pitre-640. 3/15- WOCK-1490 s/off @ 12:05am. 3/16- KPLG-1470 f/c @ 1:04 followed by WIKL-1370 f/c @ 1:10. TRICICA-635 in right past semi-local WFEO @ 11:15pm. 3/19- WAPC-900 f/c @ 1:00. 3/22- WLNG-1600 f/c @ 12:10, then NX, WX, & market quotations on BBC-1088 Driewich from 12:40 on. And WNAK-739 RT @ 1:15. 3/23- WSCN-1200 f/c @ 12:15am. 3/24- WFMG-1290 noted for first time @ 5pm. CX were poor here from late January to late February but I've no complaints since. I hope the rest of you are enjoying this wonderful year as much as I.

Chris Lucas - 89 Round Hill Road - Fairfield, Connecticut - 06430

CX seem to be deteriorating, but it's been a fabulous Winter DX-wise. Twenty stations logged in past two weeks bringing total now to 957, w/my goal of 1,000 by 4/30. DX: 3/20- WKXK-1220 r/c @ 1:56am, WFDJ-1570 Dundee, N.Y. @ 5:37pm for N.Y. # 86. 3/21- WGBB-1290 on top 5:15am, WJAB-1440 Westbrook, Me. @ 5:36pm. I decided to try for another Me. & I got one, WOME-900 Brunswick @ 5:43pm s/off. WJJJ-1260 @ 6:31pm s/off. MM 3/22 - KFIZ-1490 Santa Ana, Cal. @ 2:57 s/off, KPHB-1330 @ 3:19 u/TT, KSEE-950 Lubbock, Texas on top @ 4:03am, XEOR-1030 "Radio Centro" @ 4:12, & WLAP-530 s/on 4:45am. No (P.7)
Hi guys.

Long time no House. DX has been fair & varied aren't bad. Here are:


George Santulli - 106 Mohawk Drive - Cranford, New Jersey - 07016

Hi all. Not one bit of DX to report this week. Last NM 3/29 I fell asleep & did not get up until 3:15am. I tried for the Specials but did not get either one. I did hear KBOX-1460 again @ 3:30am. Will WBBF be off every W4 now? At 3:35 I thought I had CFCR-630. It was a CBC report & CFCY is the only CBCer on 630. How disappointed I was when the announcer said I was listening to CEE in Windsor! How did CEE get on 630? No verities this week, boy, what an awful week! On 3/26 at 5:55pm EST I heard a s/off-630 on 1590 & 1510. Anyone know who they were? Another flash for NYC listeners is the news that WCAU's nighttime DJ E.M. Reed is leaving the station & Gary Stephens from Detroit is taking his place. In a period of two months, the three N.Y.C. r/r stations have lost a total of nine DJs. All of WINS', & Scott Man of WABC, & now EEMK. Before slothig, I would like to say that from the time I joined the NRC three months ago I have never enjoyed anything as much. Keep up the good work! See you in a few.

Ralph M. Johannes - 11 East Chippewa Street - Buffalo, New York - 14203

R. Smith, MD of CJKX-660, Kirkland Lake Bg., Ltd., Box 430, sent a 3x5 DX v/q. From CJKX-940, Yorkton, Sask., Harry Kerr, CE sent new pink-on-white v/q w/Tftowdy (P.8)
April 2, 1965

(Barth Jones) Partner! V/1 by Betty W. Tillman, FLOR-730, Triple-C Bg. Corp., Thomasville, Ga. 31702, has four pink roses w/Wonderful Land Of Roses. Next f/c, 4/21. V/1, KLVL-1480, 1811 Pasadena Blvd., Pasadena, Tex., also studios in Houston, C.R. Swanson, CE said no r/c, directional null toward KBOX, testing for license renewal now.

3/15 was 500W, s/off is midnight EST & intends 3/29 a low. test between 1-3am. 4/5, will do PM check. Was heard 3/29. Did you get yours, ERC? (Yes -ERC) A 3/25 UPI NX item: "Soviet trained Cubans & weapons are getting readied by Castro to bolster Communist Forces in Viet Nam." (Tighten up your Castro antenna-WJL). April 25th will bring the DST & some are, some not, some partial & I'm letter JWB worry over the sky.

Britain! raise its postal rates on 5/17. BJB appointed J.J. Wadsworth (Genesio, NY) as new FCC member. Write, tell him to make ECB stations that TT give an ID. Heard 3/26 AM: 610, KNEW off... 1400, WNMS ditto. 1550-90, one hour mix; WTAC-600 AN; WRAD-1460 s/on 5:58am, GCMB came on at 6. "Nice s/on WNRM Marion, 0. on 1490 @ 6:52am. 3/2?

- CEF also s/on 5:58. Hope to hear ERC's voice this Ml 3/29, don't care for WSLR-1350, Aner w/NSP. I'm "Laying by." Till next month, with 73.

Steve Weinstein- 435 Jayson Avenue - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - 15226

HI guys & gal. TX faded off somewhat this week, & MM 3/22 wasn't as spectacular as MM 3/15, but it was OK. Veries: v/1- WMLD KPCA WKBK-dx WAKX KSX WAXU HPA WFKJ WPTF CKCH VICS WRTV WQTV. v/q- VFLA CKWV. DX: MM 3/22- WUNL-1410 1:03am s/off. Unm WABC-1480 clear at 12:44am, whom WHOM-1480 f/c-TT 12:49 am w/code ID. Who s/off on 1440 w/Lord's Prayer at 1:04am? Unm WJKX-1580 f/c-TT 11:00am. WNKA-750 ET/M ending @ 1:22am. Accepted collect calls & I may get a Special from them. Unm WBJF-1450 S-9 1:30am. Unm WWBG-1520 ET/M 1:45am. Who s/off on 1600 w/SSE @ 2:03am? It's either 500W, or 5,000. KSRV-1380 2am u/WENX for a surprise. Unm KCUL-1540 f/c-TT 2:29am. Unm WKIZ-1490 clear at 3:00 s/off w."America, the Beautiful." Did you get them, Dave Gnauck?

Who is still an 1811 Pasadena Blvd., CA. TAD! for a verie.

Kate Brian - 277 Livermore Avenue - Staten Island, New York - 10302

SM, 3/22, I added WTFP-620 La Grange, Ga. s/on atop WSUN @ 5:27am. MM 3/29, thanks to Ernie's phoned tip, I got KLVL-1480, Pasadena, Tex. s/off. WSLR-1350 Akron was badly bashed by WAVY @ 3:15am. Only new verie is a gloss card from WBK Detroit.

Ernest R. Cooper - 439 East 21 Street - Brooklyn, New York - 11208

Fine letter from Mr. Willsow, CE/GM of WPXY-1550, Greenville, N.C. complimenting me on my fine detailed report, & he says many are absolutely unverifiable. I also received a huge box of perhaps 500 cards & letters to WFRD-1300, from Rick Hear of that station & there are scant few of them which are verifiable. Most look like "passing fancy hobby" type of thing - very brief reports, w/no return postage in 99% of them. We hope that those young fellows who join NEC will quickly find the correct way to report to stations picked up - with some detail as to program content & reception details, & return postage! Also card in RE from TGR asking me to tune for them on their newly-assigned frequency of 670 kc/s., ex-680. & report difference to them. However, there is still an SS on 685 or so, heard late Sat/Sun. PMs, around 11:30pm, but unID. I suspect this is still TGR! Lads! Also that unID SS-626 still c/u WSUN, heard Sat/ Sun/Mon, but still no hint as to his ID - give TX in SS after each selection. I can't yet make it out to see if EST, or what. 3/28- New WIVF-1030, Kissimee, Fla. heard on ET/T/OC/M, w/WTKC silent, & c/WKLO/KRLD for only new catch of the week. 3/29, a complete bust, high-level electric-static, bad buzzing, & nothing new. Unm WDLA-1270 s/off from ET @ 2:15am, to return at 5am, SS. WTC-980 on some kind of special AN show. "Beautiful Dreamer" at 2:24am on 730 kc/s, then station faded out. WIVL-1600 back AN after two MMs off. Aren't we New Yorkers lucky? C U in 7 & in Freshold!
Ron Dugg, CE  B  1320  WKIN  Joe Mills, CE  E  
David Schick, CE  BE  WENN  Carl Martens, CE  E  
Rick Northcutt, Mus  B  1330  WESR  Philip Mordenti,Jr.,CE  E  
Donald Chester,CE  B  1390  WJRM  John C.Wallace,M  E  
Tom Joseph  B  1400  WHTF  Gil Wallace, CE  E  
Warren Chase, CE  C  1420  WCEB  Kenneth W.Parton,PD  E  
Ernie Haralson, CE  A  1420  KEEL  A.Earl Milliken,GM  E  
Gena Rider, CE  C  1430  WVAM  Oscar L.Talbot,CE  DE  
Dugg  B  1430  WHHL  Stephen J. Hart,CE  E  
Harold Green  C  1440  WHHL  Al Parks, CE  E  
C.W. Mason, CE  C  1440  WMFJ  Jack Siegel,VP  E  
Bert Cottle, CE  E  1450  WROX  C.D. Grauses, E  E  
Walter Shimski, TD A  1460  WIMS  Allen B.Corwin,CE  E  
Karl Troeglen, TD BE  1460  WACO  Jack Vinson, CE  D  
John T. Reeder,SM  E  1470  WMPdF  George Pyle, CE  C  
Harold Schaaf, CE  D  1470  WCLA  Don Sports, GM  E  
Wayne Medlin, CE  E  1470  WMPh  L.M. Nickerson,CE  E  
Albert J.Gibbons, CE  E  1470  WQXL  Stephen Currie E  E  
Richard C.Osborne, TS A  1490  WTTR  Charlie Clark  E  
J.E. Hyde, CE  A  1490  WARK  David Lent, SE  E  
A.Brickhouse, CE  B  1480  WKTK  Luther W. Martin,GM  &  
Walter R.Hollis  C  1490  F.L.Street, CE  CD  
Lance Michaels, CE  E  1500  WOUL  Thad Lowery, PD  E  
Mell Jones, CE  E  1510  WINU  Glenn P.Bircher,P&GM  I  
Wm. B. Farrar, M E  1520  WJKO  Jas.R.Billingsley,CE  I  
R.L. Hirsch, M  E  1530  KWLA  Jas.A. Bingham,SAm  E  
M.E. Sheppard, GM  E  1530  KMAD  Wayne Cabaniss,M  D  
Frank W. King, CE A  1550  WSAO  Jimmy Martin, M  E  
Chas.R. Duke, DoE  E  1550  WVKV  Barbara A.Vachet  E  
Wallace Wurz, CE E  1550  WBUXhm  Elmer Smalling, CE  G  
P.B.Wagonschein,CE  E  1570  WQHC  Carrol S. Lee  E  
E.G. Underwood, BSu C  1570  WEER  Jas.R. Thoroman,CE  E  
G. Luke, CE  AC  1570  WEEZq  Mike Burnham  B  
E.I. Burwell, GM  E  1590  WAKRq  Irwin L. Knopp, CE  C  
George A. Moyer, CE E  1590  WALG  Chas. C. Carmack,PD  E  
Don Markwell, PD  E  1590  WELE  Jerry D. Norman, GM  E  
Reg McCausland,TD  E  1590  WACq  Ben L. Team, E  E  
Guy Dryden,  CE  A  1600  WBUP  Leroy Garrett, M  E  
Russ Chapell, PD  A  1600  WING  A. Moore, CE  E  
J. Edward Martin, CE A  1600  
W.F. Rust, TD  B  
Dean Sharpless, CE CB  
Jerry Farmer, GM  E  
Shelby McCullum, O  E  
Geo.W.Phillips,Jr, E  
J.P. Toben, CE  B  
Hank Lindsey, CE A  
A. Fischer; B- Ji Smedley; C- S. Weinstein; D-W. Breville, 
E- R. Edmunds.

Not much to report DX-wise, so will wait for next issue. Tnx to Jerry 
Bond for a very enjoyable weekend! Will see all you NY*NJ*PA*CONN & 
other members in Freehold 4/4!!! Hello to Tom Campi at WATN-1240 also!
Send DXDD items to J.W. Brunner, RD 1, Box 61, Punxsutawney, Pa. 15767

Freq. Call Location Remarks
730
CKDM Chippewa, Min. S8 here, in clear on SM 3/28 at 6:00 AM, JWB
910
WJTM Flint, Mich. S/on at 4:45 w SSB. Dave Grauck
1040
KHWS Honolulu, Hawai Hrd weekly S2-3 w 5:00 AM, 3/28, Weinstein
1220
CKHA Victoria, B.C. Hrd S4 on clear channel SM 3/28 at 4:20 AM w RR, S.W.
1320
WEQG Hornell, N.Y. Had ET/AM at 1:15 AM on MM 3/22. Weinstein
1370
KXLL Butte, Mont. Best bet for Montana, in clear MM's to 2:00 AM. Schmidt.
1390
KCOV Wyoming, Ora. Heard w WENX @ 2:00 AM on MM 3/22. Weinstein
1440
WOKK Rockford, Ill. MM S/off 1:00 AM. Weinstein
1440
WZJW Williamsburg, Ky. S/on at 5:00 AM w SSB on MM 3/22. Wayne Heinin
1440
1460
WCHO Inkster, Mich. S/on at 4:40 AM with SSB & NN prog. weekdays Grauck
1460
KEVX Topeka, Kan. Had ET; Off at 3:00 AM on MM 3/22 & W. Grauck.
1460
KDSH Des Moines, Iowa. S/off daily at 2:00 AM. Weinstein
1460
WQAD Radford, Va. S/on at 5:00 AM on MM's. Heinen
1460
WHCM New York, N.Y. Had FC/TT 12:30-12:45 AM on MM 3/22. Weinstein
1510
1540
KCVL Fort Worth, Texas Had FC/TT 2:45-2:30 AM on MM 3/22. Weinstein
1550
WUNZ Frederic, N.Y. FC is on First Tuesday, starts @ Midnight, Heinen
1580
WGJL Granite Falls, N.C. Had FC/ET w MX/TT on 3/22 (time?) Grauck.
1600
WGAR Cardington, Ohio. MM S/off daily at 2:00 AM. Weinstein
1590
WJGO Salt Lake City. WY's MM sign-on at 6:00 AM 3/22. Heinen
1590
W-age Guyan, P.R. S/on-w SSB in EE at 4:35. Grauck
1600
1600
WXEL New York, N.Y. Off AM again w S/on at 5:00 AM. Grauck.
1410
WUMT Mobile, Ala. MM S/off is 1:00 AM. Weinstein
1390
? 

The is user of MST hrd at 4:20 AM on 3/22, KMLN or KENM! Weinstein.

FC's hrd by Weinstein. By Dave Grauck
4th Monday 4th Tue 1st Monday 2nd Monday 3rd Monday 4th MM 3rd Sat.
WOOD-1300 KURL-730. WPTC-960 WCBZ-990 KILW-1530 WODD-1300 WPLC-1520
KSTT-1770 KXRA-1450
KXSA-1490
KFLD-900 (To 1:10)

Another month, about the end of good DX. Pu. Daytimers in general will
sign on as follows. Eastern end of state 5:30 AM (Chester maybe at 5:15). Eastern
half at 5:45. (If they choose. Many Exceptions, local WREX, Punxsutawney says
S/on will be no earlier than 6:00 AM during the spring & summer months).
Sign/offs Eastern half 6:45, western portion at 7:00 AM.

Please dont bother to send in monthly S/offs of daytime stations after the
20th of the month, no use publishing them for the time they reach the members.
Most will be changed for the next month.

This bed here for weekend, fair SM when CKCM 730 hit S6-7 at 6:00 AM and WQIC
1410, Chester, Va., was heardowy over local KEV at 6:15-7:00 AM. MM 3/29 hopeless
here. Something on 1220 but too much static to read anything. Had first thunder &
loudening of year at 5-6 AM. WABW's TEST was well heard of course. 30 over S9.

Recent comment in Musings. Why bother about who DX's for what, how he
counts his stations, etc. Its his business, and his only, not yours. Lets keep
our fine Musings section for DX talk & that only. Otherwise it could degenerate into
a confused affair like IDXD or DXDD, since we dont want that to happen lots avoid
the annoying comment, Remember! anyone can do that! 73 os Best of DX. JMB

April 3, 1965
WHAT'S HEARD...

510 WEST GERMANY. Konigslutter, quite strong, 2150 3/19. (Denzigfield, Pa.)

516 SPAIN. R.N.E., Madrid, good at 2310 3/19. (Herriman, Va.)

593 WEST GERMANY. Hessischer Rundfunk, Frankfurt, believed the one heard with music at 2210 3/19. (Herriman, Va.)

600 EGYPT. Cairo, very good in the evenings CMT with Arabic. (Patrick, England)

608 CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Prague, good signal at 2315 3/19. (Herriman, Va.)

615 SPAIN. R.N.E., San Sebastian, s/on daily at 0100 with clock striking 0700, followed by news at 0105, popular musical program with womananner. Reported 3/10 (Herriman, Va.)

618 COLOMBIA. HNKH, La Voz Amiga, Bogota. Heard over KORL on 3/22 from 0420-0455. It appears to me that this one is actually on a slightly higher frequency. Colombian #1. Address needed. (Neff, N.Y.)

620 HAWAI'I. KORL, Honolulu, heard under the Colombian 3/22 0421-0445 when WSM killed them both. KORL was weak. (Neff, N.Y.)

625 PORTUGAL. Lisbon, heard with good signal at 1745 in English, Voice of the West. (Patrick, England)

665 LITHUANIA. Vilnius I with nice audio 3/16 to top the spring noise level 2252 to 2310. Reported for Eastermost station heard. (Freeman, Calif.) Weak but readable at 2310 3/19. Not in well enough to report. (Herriman, Va.)

670 CUBA. TQT, R. Fabulosa, Guatema. Recent verio card from Francisco Maza Castellanos states he no longer hears, and wants reports. (Burnham, Conn.)

675 NICARAGUA. YMD, Union Radio, Managua. Noted 3/9 all evening to s/off at 0100.

680 SPAIN. R.N.E. Sevilla, excellent after 2300 3/19. (Herriman, Va.)

685 JUGOSLAVIA. Belgrade good at 2215 3/19. (Herriman, Va.) Fine signal 2220 3/19. (Denzigfield, Pa.)

692 EAST GERMANY. Deutschlandsender, believed to be this station with music around 2305, appeared parallel to 728 & 732 3/19. (Herriman, Va.)

701 UNID. Station here mid-evenings not necessarily a T.A.; noticed several times lately before and after 2200 and may be L.A. (Denzigfield, Pa.)

710 UNID. This freq. a mess in A.M. Mystery S.A. (Delivered CXL0) still being heard almost daily from 0105 to 0630. Sloan appears to be "Radio Monte Carlo Sinco," and not R. Ariel. Also, a Brazilian sign on here at 0200 (Have good log on him, but unknown). About four other brazilians sign on at 0300, including one outstanding strong signal. He comes on with single song, then musical s/on theme. At about 0315 each AM, this guy has 2 men in comedy skit, continue talk, very rarely gives a call. This guy seems about 2 kc. low. (Burnham, Conn.)

730 SPAIN. R.N.E., Barcelona, first 2342 3/19. (Herriman, Va.)

764 HOLLAND. Silversum I, probably the station with TT 0025 3/20. (Herriman, Va.)

750 ROMANIA. Timisara I, logged in spots between 2220 & 2305, good at times, parallel to Bucharest 854. Both frequencies reported 3/19. (Herriman, Va.)

765 IRAQ. Baghdad. Up briefly at 2215 3/19. This one wanted badly, but was impossible to report. (Herriman, Va.)

770 EGYPT. Cairo, breaking through around 2300 on 3/19. Good signal. (Herriman, Va.)

800 NETH. ANTILLES. P.T., Trans World Radio, Bonaire. Farly good at 1900; English at 1940. (Patrick, England)

810 PANAMA. HOF33, C.R.P.C. station here all day under CMWE, definitely Panamanian. Is it this one you listed? 3/22. (Silvera, Jamaica) List not available at station-typing time, Mike. Will advise later. (Ed.)

815 UNID S.S. here was strong 3/19, but couldn't get ID 2000-2100. (Burnham, Pa.)

818 ANGUILLA. R. es Villeses, relays Monte Carlo most of the time. S/off in Spanish at 1900 EST. (Patrick, England)

840 GUATEMALA. ZVDB, R. Excelsior de Bahia, Salvador. Still being heard from 0230 s/on (As of 3/25). Incidentally, the one with the rooster crowing after 0230 is FRNS. Move clocks back by 4/1. (Burnham, Conn.)
In English heard 3/21 0530-0630. U.S. pop standards, and again 3/22 in English only 0415-0500, may be WRK. WHAS kept coming on just before 0600 at ID time. Have song titles. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

TEAM, Lima II. Very good from 2230, everytime I turned the freq. till after 0000 3/19. (Merriman, Va.)

GUATEMALA, TOO? Quetzaltenango, I believe this to be the location of unk Spanish speaker noted 2225 3/18, as the city was mentioned a few times. No slogan or other IDing info available at the time. Who? (Merrill, Mich.)

HONDURAS, HU1, R. Cortez, Tegucigalpa, back here; clear occasionally, but plenty of W2L jamming 3/22. (Silverse, Jamaica) Heard here, too, Frank. (Ed.)

ZMUD, ZFM, Pembroke West. Very strong signals many AHA's. Usually over the Canadian. (Turk, Pa.)


ANDORRA. R. Andorra, on new frequency, lot of JRM from R2S. Berlin. Calls in English often given. (Patric, England)

NICARAGUA, XTI, R. Mil, Managua, on top of the freq. at 0100 s/off 3/23. (Turnham)

SPAIN, XG, San Sebastian, heard s/off 1900, poor modulation. (Patrick, England)

ARGENTINA, LSG, R. Libertad, Buenos Aires. Lacked on ten here 2/22 from 0340 to 0420. This fellow uses Morse code preceding ID sometimes. (Turnham, Conn.)

UNID. Either Tallinn I or GD9D with good signal 2245 3/19. (Merriman, Va.)

E. GERMANY. R. DDR, excellent signal 2320 3/19. (Merriman, Va.)

DOM. REP., HZDE, Santiago, per Dom. Rep. list, slogan is La voz de Hispanola; very good here evenings. (Silverse, Jamaica)

DENMARK, Kalundborg, 0001-0020 3/20 through WAGV, fairly good at times. Woman with news, then music. (Merriman, Va.)

ALBANIA, Tirana, audible at times through WEAL slop 2340-0000. WXH-6h, says s/on here at 0000 but certain this was the one heard 3/19. (Merriman, Va.)

CZECHOSLOVAKIA, Bratislava, Time pipe at 2330, very loud 3/19. (Merriman, Va.)

BRAZIL, FA9Z, Sao Paulo. WH-65 says 150 kw. in 1965. (Turnham, Conn.)


YUGOSLAVIA, Zagreb, very good 2245, again at 2320 3/19. (Merriman, Va.)

CUC, OM5L, Circuito CUC, Camaguey, noted here under WAC slop, above listed by AFS after list published, as tentative, but OM5L-1180 is back on. Wouldn't it be impossible for both to be so near? (Silverse, Jamaica)

COLONIA, HJMM, Opdas del Río, Maragana, definitely here. Must have moved. Heard briefly again 3/17 1007. (Silverse, Jamaica)

or or 1157 SWAN BS, R. Americas, is more near correct frequency, not 1155 as I estimated last report. (Freeman, Calif.)

SWAN BS, R. Americas noted fair at 0230 G.M.T. (Patrick, England)

UNID L.D. Station here 3/21 with WHAM off was not Radio Mil, but sounded like R. Tra-sil-ya or R. Du-hi-ya. Closest found in lists is Radio Perija, HVOW. Are they all right? Heard around 0130-0230. Not sure if Spanish or Portuguese. Few announcements. (Freeman, Calif.) R. Santander is dominant here SWIs. (Ed.)

HUNGARY, Szolnok I, a real surprise, 2320 to 2330 fine signal, perfectly readable 3/19, reported. (Merriman, Va.)

W. GERMANY. VO, Munich, good 2315 3/19. (Merriman, Va.)

TMF, W1EES, KING Radio, a new pirate, now testing here. I think this is ex-Invictas. More details later. (Patrick, England)

CZECHOSLOVAKIA, Good at 2310 3/19. (Merriman, Va.)

ENGLAND, 8 EC European Service, Crowborough. Excellent around 0000 3/19. (Merriman, Va.)

CUBA, OM2A, Havana, slightly off frequency relay in La voz de Cuba. Is he AN? Noted 3/20 @ 0000. (Silverse, Jamaica)

COLOMBIA, HJ7? Transmiseras Galas station here now for nearly 2 months under WHG on Caracol net. Believe HJ7-1300 moved? Postive ID. (Silverse, Jamaica)

HONDURAS, H1R6, R. El Mundo, San Pedro Sula, unid. from last week also mentioned by Dan B. In 1/16 DXD good just after 2100 with Mexican Music but signal fades rapidly 3/22. (Silverse, Jamaica)
1350 ALBANY, Tirana again at 0943, 2355 3/19, but mixed with Dremen after 0000. Has Arabic type music Saturday nights. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

UNID. Either Dremen or Tirana in at times 2330-0000 3/19. (Merriman, Va.)

1370 COLOMBIA, HTP?. R. Mundial, Bogota. Good all AM for past 2 weeks. Call? Noted 3/22. (Silvera, Jamaica) Another good frequency gone? (Ed.)

1376 FRANCE, R.T.E. Lille, excellent after 0000 3/20. (Merriman, Va.)

1390 COLOMBIA, HTUJ, La Voz de Gerardo, Gerardo, with rancher music, slightly off freq. stop 2340 3/22. (Silvera, Jamaica) reported on 3/92. (Ed.)

1415 COLOMBIA, HNJ, R. Magdalena, Santa Marta. Caracol here is only this one shifted from 2240. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1440 COLOMBIA, HTDR, Onzas del Richacha, Richacha, excellent signal here all day now. 3/21 1509. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1450 DOM. REP., HIBO, R. Caribeka, Caribeka, good here nights. Believe HTAC here also but this one dominant. Heard 3/17 et 2016. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1460 COLOMBIA, Station here under WCHS sounded like "Onca Popular" but may not be slogan. Call HJA? Does HJA? Sincelego run 3/20 at 0130. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1470 VENEZUELA, YMV, Onzas del Caribe, Punto Pajo, good all day now. stop OHDB 3/22 (Silvera, Jamaica)

1480 MONACO, 3/22, Monte Carlo, strong the morning of 3/20. (Merriman, Va.)

1490 AUSTRIA, Wien I, strong signal, weak modulation, around midnight 3/19. (Merriman)

1520 INFTA. WATERS, R. Caroline, now broadcasts weather forecasts; also some sponsored programmes. (Patrick, England)

1540 UNID. Weak hot on this freq. after 2230 on 3/19, maybe the Russian, but no audio heard. (Merriman, Va.)

1560 COLOMBIA, HNY, La Voz de la Cordialidad, Caricola, heard 3/22 0350-0415 with SC-7 signal. They ID very frequently during program: "Hora Musica Cordialidad." (Noff, R.I.)

1580 UNID. Heard on Wed. 3/17 between 2200 and 2230, male & female announcer, played light and pop music. Very weak, and severe static. Is this Oldenburg? Too much static to determine language. (Merriman, Va.)

1620 INFTA. WATERS, R. City still on this frequency; hope to have more details soon. (Patrick, England) I was in error in translating EDU material. This is not a parasitic. (Ed.)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ROY PATRICK, Derby, England, also reports reception of WINS on 1010, fairly good at 2200 EST, GBA, fair signals, very regular, on 1070, plus WINS-1130, poor signals but still audible.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MARRA Dominican Change list # 3/64, December 31, 1964, via Pete Taylor:

080 HICD, La Vega, 1000/100 change in location and power from Moca, 1000/250, expacted 7/1/65.

770 HHTK, Santo Domingo, 1000/100, ex 1000/250, expected 9/1/65

1210 HICJ, San Francisco de Macoris, 1000/100, ex 1000-U, effective 6/1/65

1380 HLEN Puerto Plata, 500/100, change from 750 kc., 1000/250, eff. 7/1/65

1380 HIR S. Pedro de Macoris 500/100 ex 1000 kc 1000/250 effective 7/1/65:

1580 HWJ San Juan 500/100 new effective 10/1/65

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VERIFICATIONS...

665 GUATEMALA, HNJ. R. Fabulous, Guatemala. Dangerfield and Durhan report varies, with notation that they're now on 670 kc., and want reports. Ben got two QSL cards in 2 envelopes and asked who wants the extra one!! Your editor got a second card with note in ENGLISH, so sent 'em two separate 670 reception logs; comparison with other TG's reported and received, and request for accurate Guatemala list! Third duplicate verie of the season here in Panama.

730 TRIN. D. R. Trinidad, Fort-of-Spain, sent excellent letter verie. (Turnham, Conn)

737 SPAIN, R. U. Barcelona, verified by card. (Turnham, Conn.)

762 MEXICO, XBZ2, Mexico 76, Av. Juarez 595, Guadalajara, Jal. sent nice verie letter for 3/4 report. Signer is Jenaro Jimenez Moreno, Gerente de Administracion. Message gives 760 without comment. (Walleran, Texas)
789 PORTUGAL, G53J, Mireamar, sent standard R. Clube Portugues QSL card for 2/4 reception, with call, QTH, Freq. and power 100 kw. No signer. (Curran, Pa.) Sent excellent card. (Curran, Conn.)

840 COLOMBIA, HITI, Ondas del Caribe, Santa Marta, sent very fine v/l in Spanish. Signer: Tania Diaz, secretary. Also included 8-car window decals. (Neff, N.Y.) Note, John Dallor. (Ed.)

960 URUGUAY, ZPFL, Pembroke West, sent minece letter back in 2 weeks. Verie signer is M.E. Shepherd, G.M. (Turkett, Pa.) Sent indefinite form. (Neff, N.Y.)

1025 AUSTRIA, Graz III, sent QSL card. (Curran, Conn.)

1034 PORTUGAL, G5L2, Parede, sent black, white, green and red standard QSL. Power is 25 kw. No signer, Country #123. (Curran, Pa.)

1035 HAITI. HVER, Cap-Haitien. Received fine folder v/q, definite verie signed by Leon Wallace. (Neff, N.Y.)

1170 PUERTO RICIO, W7LEQ, FOGCE, sent mine v/l signed by Charles Cardero, manager. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1196 W. GERMANY, V.O., Munich, finally verified with new yellow and black QSL... V/s illegible. Country #13. (Curran, Pa.)

1300 PUERTO RICIO, W7L1L, Nayagues, sent silver-edged v/l signed by Gilbert Hamsry, General Manager. Address is Apt. #13. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1375 ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON, R. St. Pierre sent form letter. (Curran, Conn.)

1421 W. GERMANY, Saarbrucken sent excellent card to verify. (Curran, Conn.)

1425 GREENLAND, Radio 1425, AFNNS, Thule AFB, 1 kw., sent prompt positive and friendly v/l on 30/26 for original report of 12/26. Also mentioned station on 1210 as Radio 1210 with 250 watts. Siger is T/Sgt Robert E. Perry, Chief AFNNS, Country #56 and best N. Address is APO N.Y. 09023. (Freeman, Calif.)

1439 LUXEMBOURG, R. Luxembourg sent card for verification. (Curran, Conn.)

1466 MONACO, 1882, R. Monte Carlo, sent QSL card. (Curran, Conn.)

1500 PUERTO RICIO, W6MO, Pajardo, sent what appears to be usual card signed by C. Soto Perez, C.E. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1510 AUSTRIA, 2MN, Newcastle, N.S.W. Took only 11 days to answer my report of 2/15. Sent a N.S.W. AEC card, with map showing all Australian AEC stations, and verie info on other side. Verie signer unreadable. (Merrill, Mich.)

1520 INTEL. WATERS, R. Caroline North finally parted with a verie of 1/11 reception, probably my most-wanted verie of all time; used the usual form letter. Signer also unreadable. They enrolled me in the Caroline Club. What country? (Merrill, Mich.) I fear ISLE OF MAN. (Ed.)


1580 COLOMBIA, HITI, La Voce de la Cordialidad, Larrenquilla, sent only pennant & card. No verie message. I mess they are getting too many reports for letters to all. Since positive ID heard, I am counting for my own purposes. Note in musings that others are getting replies without letters now. (Freeman, Calif.) Sent banner only. (Curran, Conn.)

1600 DOM. REP., HEDC, R. Hit Musical, Santiago, sent nice QSL card and 1965 program sheet. Vo for card is illegible. (Silvera, Jamaica)
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